"For each of us, there's something we're uniquely designed for and meant to bring into the world. Bringing this gift into our work will lead to more fulfilling, successful lives."
~Tim Kelley

Tim is a powerful speaker and group leader and his work is of the highest caliber. Everyone in my organization was impacted by his insight and exercises.

~Marcia Wieder
America’s Dream Coach
and author of Making Your Dreams Come True

I can’t say enough about Tim’s speaking ability and inspiring message. His keynote kicked off our annual planning conference with a bang; his talk was the buzz for days and created deeper conversations in our meetings and breakouts. Almost a year later, members are still talking about Tim’s message and how the people who did not attend missed out. Tim’s influence has increased our organization’s openness to change, and I’m rolling out a new enterprise-wide program that employs the techniques Tim taught us. Hire Tim for your conference if you want people to have a memorable experience!

~Ms. Bo Bradley
Director of Safety, Health & Regulatory Services
Associated General Contractors of California

Your meetings are filled with people who feel they were born to do something specific, something important. Keynote speaker Tim Kelley uses a patented methodology that can help anyone uncover their purpose in life.

Most of us spend over a third of our lives at work, yet many derive little fulfillment and pleasure from it. Even a great job can become a chore, and the lack of focus can sabotage your business. Tim shares the secrets of creating a passionate, fulfilling relationship with work. Through specific exercises and inspiring examples, Tim empowers people to take charge of their careers and their lives.

When presented in relation to discovering purpose, it is a powerful combination of topics. Tim’s incisive, eminently logical theories open a conversation that transforms how each perceives their job, their future – and your event.

In his inspiring presentations, Tim gives specific methods to find purpose and using it to create a more fulfilling, successful, and rewarding work life and personal life. And because Tim is an experienced organizational consultant, he can customize these topics to address specific company needs.

Call Tim Kelley at 415-902-8906, or email timk@transcendentsolutions.com.
Transcendent Solutions LLC
2024 8th Street
Berkeley, California 94710
transcendentsolutions.com
415-902-8906 voice
510-486-0299 fax

Speaking Topics - For Leaders

The Fully Engaged Workforce: Inspiring Employees to Give Their Best
The Purposeful Leader: Fully Employing Your Employees
Purpose, Passion, and Productivity: Unlocking the Power of Your Workforce

Companies make do with the efforts their employees are willing to give. According to research, most workers are neither engaged in their jobs nor in their company's mission. Tim shows the causes of this widespread disengagement, as well as strategies for overcoming it. Most importantly, Tim explains the growing research showing that compensation is an ineffective method for motivating people! He draws the connection between a company's fundamental reason for existing and unlocking the "discretionary" efforts that employees can (but usually don't) give to their work. (This talk can be tailored for specific types of leaders, e.g. CEOs, CMOs, and HR executives.)

Executive Team Alignment: Amazing Results from Collaborating in the C-suite
Unlocking Your Organization's Talents with Collaboration
The Stakeholder View: Solving Problems in a Complex World

Unfortunately, having authority over people and getting them to do what you want are two completely different things. In this riveting talk, Tim explains the new, collaborative systems that are being employed to reduce costs, increase productivity, and engage workers and customers alike. Tim teaches specific methods that can be used to solve the most intractable business problems.

Speaking Topics - For Employees

Work with Meaning: Finding Passion and Fulfillment in your Job
Career vs. Calling: Creating Meaning at Work

Worker disengagement and "presenteeism" are rampant in our culture, as people lose touch with the reasons they do what they do. In this acclaimed keynote, Tim shows employees how to use their higher purpose to rekindle their love for their work. Meaning, purpose and passion are the keys to unlock both individual and company success, leading to deeper fulfillment and greater financial rewards.

Speaking Topics - For General Audiences

Know Your Purpose: Finding Your Way at Midlife
Creating Meaning in the Second Half of Life

Renowned life purpose expert Tim Kelley shows how the search for meaning at midlife is the key to unlocking success, fulfillment, and the power that comes from truly knowing why you're here. Much more than an inspirational talk, Tim teaches specific, practical approaches for finding and implementing your true purpose and achieving your highest possible potential.

Reach Tim Kelley at 415-902-8906, or email timk@transcendentsolutions.com.

Tim has helped many CEOs and top executives find their life's purpose. He has transformed entire organizations by working with their executive teams. His approach brings passion and inspiration throughout the work force and creates bottom line results. Tim’s methodology, The Purposeful Leader™, has been featured nationally in magazines and on TV.

Tim's clients include Hewlett Packard, American Airlines, ING, Deloitte & Touche, Charles Schwab and Bayer. He formerly worked as a leader at Oracle, two levels below the CEO. He is co-author of the best-selling book Wake Up... Live the Life You Love: Living on Purpose.

Tim is a decorated Naval Reserve officer and has commanded a variety of military organizations, including an amphibious assault craft unit. He holds a bachelor's degree in theoretical mathematics from MIT. He's married and has a young son.

Tim’s closing keynote address was the high point of our annual conference! Our attendees were inspired and motivated by Tim’s very provocative and passionate message of life purpose; his engaging style captured the minds and hearts of the audience and gave tremendous value to all. It’s my pleasure to refer Tim whenever I can.”

~ Frank Brogni
Chairman, Resource Academy Conference